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Signify

Meanwell

Meanwell

PRISMA LIGHT
Constant
• The easiest way!
Works as it always has,
Power ON: Light
Power OFF: No light

Remote
One Remote is enough regardless of the amount of luminaires.
Safety is a 5 digit-PIN. Change the settings from the ground without a ladder.
Just as easy as it is smart and priceworthy.
Prisma Moonlight – More than just a night reduction.
It´s just as easy to program an increase in output.
• Standard power
• Start time Prisma Moonlight
• Level/Power during Prisma Moonlight • End Prisma Moonlight

Detect
Presence detection with the luminaires
Always the right amount of light at the right time - when
someone is there.
We have integrated the system Citygrid by Seneco A/S into
our luminaires.

Adjust the the settings easily with a dongle and an Android
phone or from home with your computer by communicating
with a Gateway that does the job for you.
All the settings can be changed.

MORE COMMUNICATION
DALI

DALI

Choose a luminaire with DALI
functionality and you can choose
how it will act, what power output,
what night reduction you should have.
It can be configured by us in the
factory or up in the luminaire with
the right equipment or down in the
access point in the pole if you order
the luminaire with the appropriate
cable.

Zhaga
Future-proof solution
If you already know of a different
control system you would like to use,
then the Zhaga-socket is ready to
use. And if you don´t know which
system you plan to use yet, then you
still have the Zhaga-socket in place
for the future.

Nema

Nema

Future-proof solution
If you already know of a different
control system you would like to use,
then the NEMA-socket is ready to
use. And if you don´t know which
system you plan to use yet, then you
still have the NEMA-socket in place
for the future.
Nema is used a lot in for example
Great Britain and the USA.
prismatibro.se | Prisma Light
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CONSTANT
ON OR OFF
This could be called the simplest controlling method.

TIMER, TWILIGHT SWITCH OR SIMPLE LIGHT SWITCH
A timer or a twilight switch control when the power is ON or OFF.
Prisma Light Constant lights up when the power is turned on with the light intensity that
was decided when the luminaires were ordered.
If the customer decides that the intensity needs to be changed, the luminaires have to be sent
back to the factory in Tibro to be reprogrammed.

Prisma Light Constant uses the power
that was decided when ordered.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Power on

POWER

5-90 W
4

ENERGY SAVINGS

90 %

Compared to mercury
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Power off

PRICE

CALL US!

And tell us how to configure

SMART &

FLEXIBLE

DELIVERY TIME

15

days from order, normally

Constant

DALI
PREPARED

ON OR OFF

We prepare the luminaire with a DALI-driver.
How you would like to use the luminaire is then
up to you.

Can work just like Prisma Light Constant, a fixed
power output when the luminaire receives
power, no light when the power is turned off.
Tell us how it should be programmed when it
leaves the factory.

TIMER, TWILIGHT SWITCH OR SIMPLE LIGHT SWITCH
A timer or a twilight switch controls when the power should be on or off. Prisma Light DALI turns
on when the power is turned on and will then use the power output that was decided when the
luminaire was ordered.

ADJUSTMENTS

NIGHT REDUCTION

The difference from Prisma Light Constant is that
you actually could make some changes, if you
have the right equipment. Either you go up to the
luminaire and through NFC update the settings.
Or if you have choosen a 5-wired cable, then you
could make the changed at the access point in the
pole.

With a DALI driver it is possible to prepare the
luminaire with a night reduction from the factory.
If you want to make some changes it is possible
to do so the same way as when you change the
power output.

Prisma Light DALI uses the power
that was decided when ordered.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Power on

POWER

5-224 W

ENERGY SAVINGS

90 %

Compared to mercury

Power off

PRICE

CALL US!

And tell us how to configure

SMART &

FLEXIBLE

DELIVERY TIME

15

days from order, normally

prismatibro.se | Prisma Light
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Prisma Light Remote
Made in Tibro · Version 1805

REMOTE
CHANGE THE POWER STEPLESS
Just as easy as changing the channels on the TV.
Place yourself under the luminaire – point the Remote straight up – change the power
output on Prisma Light Remote in steps of 1 Watt. You don´t need a ladder, you don´t even have to
leave the car - just roll down the window and stretch your arm out.

PRISMA MOONLIGHT

PREPARED

Lower or increase the power during a period of
the night.
Use the following settings to set the night
reduction:
1. Ordinary power
2. Prisma Moonlight from hour
3. Prisma Moonlight for how many hours
4. Level during Prisma Moonlight, Watt

All models of Prisma Light Remote are
prepared, are ready.
The only thing it needs is the power to be
turned on and off at dusk and dawn.
A Remote and a 5-digit PIN-code is all it
takes to make changes to the settings.
IF YOU NEED
Are you missing a Remote and/or a PIN-code
contact support@prismatibro.se

Prisma Moonlight is set to lower the
power during a period when the
activity in the area is low.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Power on

POWER

5-60 W
6

ENERGY SAVINGS

93 %

Compared to mercury
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Power off

PRICE

CALL US!

And tell us how to configure

SMART &

FLEXIBLE

DELIVERY TIME

15

days from order, normally

DETECT
HIGHER INTENSITY WHEN SOMEONE IS PRESENT
The largest benefit with Prisma Light Detect is that the right
amount of light is offered when and where it is needed.
When no one is there it can be off or just use a lower power.
NOTE
Prisma Light gives a lot of light even when using very little power.
When the luminaires have detected motion the number of
neigbouring luminaires decided by the customer will turn on at
the same time. And as the person moves the luminaires will keep
light up ahead in the direction the person/vehicle is moving.

EASY CONTROL
The android-app makes it possible to easly adjust the settings.
If you choose a gateway you dont´t even have to be on site.

Prisma Daps

2000•L
Prisma Daps

2000•M

VISUAL CHECK AND STATISTICS
A gateway gives you the possibility to recieve messages when
something isn´t working as it should. You will have the overview
on a map with the status of each luminaire.
You can also get different measurements out from the system.

Prisma Suppor

t

prismatibro.se | Prisma Light
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DETECT

ADAPTABLE AND SAFE ILLUMINATION
When talking about control systems and luminaires in the same sentense, we are usually reffering
to the the technology that makes it possible. Another important point with control systems is
“it decides how much light there should be”.
This consist of policies, principles, users views but also the set of regulations set by the
Traffic Administration. Prisma Light Detect gives you a lot of possibilties.
Adapt and adjust with small efforts in a way that isn’t possible with a lot of other systems.

FREEDOM
The word freedom summarises what we offer with Prisma Light Detect.
Freedom to choose functions.

Motion control
When no one is there Prisma Light Detect
drops to a lower intensity and then when
someone is detected the intensity increases
to the programed level.
The right amount of light at the right time.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Power on

POWER

5-142 W
8

ENERGY SAVINGS

95 %

Compared to mercury
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Power off

PRICE

CALL US!

And tell us how to configure

SMART &

FLEXIBLE

DELIVERY TIME

15

days from order, normally

DETECT
Prisma Daps

2000•L
Prisma Daps

DASHBOARD

2000•M

Prisma Suppor

t
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NEMA
ZHAGA
FUTURE PROOF
Sometimes you don´t know which control system you want to use but see the
advantages you can get by changing from for example mercury to LED.
Then you could choose a Prisma Light with a socket mounted.
This socket makes it possible to connect a node with a control system in the future.
This is actually a way to make your installation future-proof.

TWO SOCKETS
Some customers choose like they do for example in the USA or Great Britain to install luminaires
with a Nema-socket. Others choose the new Zhaga-socket, it is up to you!
In these cases we deliver the luminaires at maximum power if not requested differently.

Prisma Light Nema or Zhaga uses
the power that was decided
when ordered, until you
connect a node.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Power on

POWER

5-224 W

ENERGY SAVINGS

90 %

Compared to mercury
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Power off

PRICE

CALL US!

And tell us how to configure

SMART &

FLEXIBLE

DELIVERY TIME

15

days from order, normally

COMING
SOON

• Activate
• Interact
• Deactivate
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THEREFORE PRISMATIBRO
QUALITY & SECURITY

WARRANTY 5 YEARS

GLOBAL AND LOCAL

PrismaTibro have had the trust from
the customers long before Prisma Light
was introduced through our large
knowledge in electronics, mechanics
and safe solutions. That trust are we
keen to have further on. The most
famous product from Primsa Tibro is
Prisma Daps, the pedestrian signal that
goes “tick-tick-tick” and makes the life
easier and safer for road users world
wide.
Prisma Light constantly develops and
the communication broadens more and
more. Remote control, motion sensors,
compatibility with DALI etc are examples
on how Prisma Light is a future proof
investment.

Prisma Light function days after day,
year after year. If an accident happens
PrismaTibro surprises with our practical
use of our warranty. Try us!

Prisma Light have gotten a warm
welcome i Scandinavia. Prisma Light
are now installed in several countries
and we see a large expansion regarding
both volym and geography in the
near future.

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE

PrismaTibro has nearly three decades of experience in developing and manufacturing
unique, high quality products with advanced and reliable technology.
Part of the Addtech-group since July 2018.
We are ISO 9001 certified to ensure high quality products, services and customer
support. Our four product areas are pedestrian signals, deflection indicators,
push buttons and LED street lights.
CSR, corporate social responsibility: As a company, we want to reach out
and help the people in Sweden and around the world with the love of God.
We support different projects that help children by building new schools,
by giving them clean water and by diverting them from a life in crime.
There is so much we can do to help, and we are committed to
contribute as much as we can.

